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We arrived at our pricing for this project, as we do all commercial projects, using the standard approved AICP bid 
form (Association of Independent Commercial Producers.)  Every commercial production company uses the same 
AICP form so it is fairly standardized.  The AICP bid form differs from the Price Worksheet you provided in that it is 
broken up into the numerous categories that fall under 1 Pre Production, 2 Production and 3 Post Production 
costs.  We will explain how we arrived at our pricing by taking you through page-by-page of our AICP spreadsheet 
and explain who the additional people are that your spreadsheet did not account for that we believe are necessary 
in addition to line items beyond just Labor (equipment rental fees, insurance, etc.) 
 
The link below will take you to our three full AICP bids.  
(Lumina Films' 3 MARSOC bids 1day,3day & 4day can be downloaded here.) 
 
How to read our AICP form.  
If you are familiar with an AICP bid form, please ignore and pardon our attempts to clarify.  The first page of each 
bid is the summary page (top sheet.)  It contains general contact information and shows how many Pre Production 
and Production days are calculated (1) inside the spreadsheet.  It includes who the client is and what the specific 
deliverables are (titles and lengths if available).  Then it has the summary of the entire 7-page worksheet under 
each category.  Categories A-K (2) are subject to production company mark-up (our profit margin.)  Insurance, the 
Creative Director’s fee, Talent and Post Production cost are outside of A-K and as such are not included in 
Production Markup.  The standard profit markup in the commercial world is 25-28% of A-K.  Please note (3) that 
we have discounted our markup down to 15%, which equals a 40% discount off our normal profit margin.  We have 
done this because we would very much like to be as competitive as possible and would love to establish a 
relationship with MARSOC for this and future projects.  In addition we have requested and negotiated the lowest 
crew rates for our talented team as possible.  We feel confident that our costs are lean, fair and competitive while 
ensuring the very highest quality. 
 

  TOP SHEET SUMMARY 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.luminafilms.com/pricing
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Page 1 
Page 1, contains Pre Production and wrap out personnel costs.  We have a day for Mike, our Assistant Cameraman, 
to check and pack all of our gear, two days for Cassandra, our Office Coordinator, to book all of our flights, and 2 
days for a Production Assistant to pick up and return rental equipment we will be using.  
  
 
Page 2 
Page 2 contains the Production personnel breakdown for the shoot.  First, as is standard, we pay our crew a 
half-day rate for their travel days.  Each of the 3 bids has an extra day (2x ½ days) for each of the crewmembers. 
Our crewmembers work on a 12-hour workday.  After 12 hours the crew is paid overtime.  Going on your 
assumption of 16-hour days we have given everyone four hours of overtime per day.  
 
Justifying the additional personnel above your suggested categories. 
While everyone on our team is multi-talented and can preform more than one task, the amount of different 
cameras and equipment we plan to use require additional job roles.  We are suggesting two additional personnel 
on our team. 
 

1. Lee Burghard, underwater camera operator.  Lee’s specialty is underwater footage.  Glen Mordeci, our 
main cameraman is a water baby surfer and has shot a lot in and under water – but we don’t have the 
footage available.  Also, Glen isn’t PADI certified and doesn’t have tank gear – if that is needed/desired. 
We have Lee down for 1 day of shooting (plus travel) for the 1 & 3 day bid and 2 days (plus travel) for the 
4 day bid.  This can be adjusted when we have a clearer idea of how many days he will be needed.  

 
2. The Production Assistant (PA). The PA will assist where needed with moving the equipment cases and 

running fresh and depleted batteries back and forth to the charging station.  The PA will also be swapping 
out and properly labeling the camera cards between all the various cameras and helping wherever 
needed.  

 
 
Page 3 
Page 3 is empty. The big category in Page 3 is Location and you have instructed us to use the 50K assignment on 
the separate Price Worksheet.  We are assuming from our understanding after studying JTR that all lodging, 
vehicle rental (if needed) to get to base and to get around base and meals are all covered under the 50K plugin so 
we have left all other line items empty. 
 
 
Page 4 is empty – that only applies when shooting on sound stages and does not apply to this shoot. 
 
 
Page 5  
Page 5 contains equipment rentals and Creative Director fees. We own most of the equipment we plan to use and 
what we don’t own we rent from dependable, professional rental houses. What we own we offer at a discount 
below what the rental houses would charge.  Please note that for the four day shoot bid we are only charging for 
three days.  It is standard in our business to rent equipment on a 3-day weekly rate. 
 
At the bottom of page 5 are the creative director’s fees. Mark’s Creative Director’s normal fee ranges between 
$5,000 and $8,000 per day for commercials.  He instructed us to keep his rate close to our other crew rates to help 
make our bid as competitive as possible. 
 
Below, we have made available our final AICP bids to a few actual completed jobs so you can compare what we 
charged those clients in the categories of Markup, crew rates, Creative Director’s fees, etc. 
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(Click here to view other completed jobs for comparisons to our bid.) 
 
 
Page 6  
Page 6 is talent and we have put in $600 for 1 talent buyout for use in any and or all the final videos.  If it turns out 
you want different voices in different spots we would need to adjust accordingly. 
 
 
Page 7 
Page 7 is Post Production, the last page of the AICP form.  Each of the three bids require the same deliverables 
with the only difference being the amount of video footage and the amount of still photos that need to be 
minimally edited.  In each of the three bids the editor has one month to produce the 2 :30s and 6 :15s.  We’re 
giving the Photo Editor two weeks for the 3 & 4 day shoots (150-200 minimum stills) but only 1 week for the 1 day 
(50 minimum stills) shoot.  
 
The administrative/quality control line item is our Production Coordinator working on the required quality control 
reporting and paperwork and making sure we follow all the proper protocols. 
 
The Mix is where we send the final picture and sound out to be EQ’d so the sound effects, music and Voice Over 
are seamless and properly balanced. 
 
Color Correct is where we send the final picture to a color grading artist who gives the picture a “look” and 
balances out all of the different cameras.  All the other finishing we do ourselves in-house. 
 
We think we covered everything.  Thank you for allowing us to explain our pricing.  We hope we haven’t missed 
anything and would be happy to answer any questions you may have. 
 
Here again is the link to our full bid for the MARSOC project: 
(Lumina Films AICP bid can be viewed and/or downloaded here.) 
 
 
 
 

http://www.luminafilms.com/bid-comparisons
http://www.luminafilms.com/pricing
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